This paper deals with the problem of robust tracking control with adaptation mechanism to improve transient performance in time-response. A linear time-invariant system with time-varying ellipsoidal uncertainty is considered. The proposed controller affinely depends on the estimations of parameters, which are adjusted on-line according to the error between the state trajectory of the plant and that of target model. The application of this approach to the yaw control of a small-scale helicopter mounted on an experiment platform shows the effectiveness.
Introduction
The problem of designing robust controllers for systems with model uncertainty has drawn considerable attention in recent control system literature [1] [2] . However, when controlling a real plant, it is also desirable to design a controller which not only makes the close-loop system asymptotically stable but also guarantees an adequate level of performance. The guaranteed cost control approach has the advantage of providing an upper bound on a given performance index and thus the system performance degradation incurred by the uncertainties is guaranteed to be less than this bound. Based on this idea, many significant results have been proposed [3] [4] [5] [6] .The LMI design method is a very well-known and powerful tool. Not only can it efficiently find feasible and global solutions, but also easily handle various kinds of additional linear constraints. The guaranteed cost control problem for a class of linear uncertain systems which is based on the LMI design approach was solved [5] [6] .
However, a guaranteed cost controller with a fixed gain is considered, the resulting controllers designed by these methods inherently become conservative. On the other hand, adaptive control theories [7] have been long developed as controller design methodologies for system with uncertainties. The typical adaptive control scheme is the parameter adaptive control, in which unknown parameters are estimated explicitly, and control parameters are determined based on these estimates. Therefore, the guaranteed cost control problem of the robust control with adaptation mechanism for uncertain system is considered in order to reduce conservatism inherent in a robust control method with a fixed gain and to improve transient behaviour in time-response. Since the complicated dynamics of helicopter lead to both parametric and dynamic uncertainty and the parameter uncertainty are time-varying, the proposed method will be applied to the yaw control of helicopter. Both system matrix A and input matrix B have time-varying parameter uncertainty. It belongs to an ellipsoidal set, which often appears in the results of set member identification in practical systems [8] .
Helicopter as vertical take-off and landing vehicles, has unique flying capabilities of hovering, low speed cruising and vertical take-off/landing. The last decade has witnessed remarkable progress in helicopter research including modelling [9] , control [10] [11] , which are based on the accurate and fixed model. Since the complicated dynamics of helicopter lead to both parametric and dynamic uncertainty and the parameter uncertainty are time-varying, the proposed method will be applied to the yaw control of helicopter.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem statement and preliminaries are formulated. Section 3 gives the adaptive robust tracking control method. The application of the proposed controller to the yaw control of small-scale helicopter is given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.
Problem formulation and preliminaries
Consider the following linear uncertainty model described by represents unknown parameters which belong to the N-dimensional ellipsoidal set expressed as 
Then the design problem can be reduced to the following: Find a robust controller ( ) u t such that: The augmented closed-loop system is robust for stable for all ( ) t θ ∈ ∆ .
Adaptive robust tracking controller design
In this section, we introduce a target model with adjustable parameters which is determined so as to ensure quadratic stability of the error system between the state trajectory of the plant and that of the target model. Then a controller for the target model is designed. Consequently, an adaptive robust controller to improve transient behaviour in time-response is established.
Adjustable target model and parameter adjustment law
In order to obtain on-line information on the parameter uncertainty, we introduce the following target model described by 
where
feedback to be designed. Then (6) can be written as
In the following design, we choose the performance indexes
where, Here, for the error system (8) 
10) where, * denotes the symmetric part , 1 ,
and also if ˆ( ) t θ is determined according to the adjustment law 2 
Choose the following candidate Lyapunov function ( ) ( ) T V e t Pe t = (13) Then from the derivative of V along the error system (8), we can get 
Therefore the stability of the error system (8) is ensured. Furthermore, from (12) 
[ ] 
Adjustable controller design for target model
Since the parameter ˆ( ) t θ is available on-line, we will establish ( ) v t in a state feedback form with a parameter-dependent gain ( )
Substituting (14) and (15) 
Moreover, the upper bound of the cost function (17) with respect to ˆ( ) t θ ∈ ∆ is given as
If (18) and (19) hold, by Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.6 of [12] and we have for all ˆ( ) t
.
The following is algorithm to optimize the cost function 
can be obtained from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, respectively.
Total system is guaranteed to be stable because both target model and error system have been stabilized.
Small -scale helicopter control

Modelling yaw dynamic
In this paper a framework of the simulation model for the helicopter-platform (see Fig. 1 ) is set up using rigid body equations of motion of the helicopter fuselage. In hovering and low-velocity flight, the torque generated by main and force generated by tail rotor are dominant [13] . By simplifying the fuselage and vertical fin damping, the yaw dynamics can be rewritten as: From (21) we can see that there exist couplings between main rotor torque Q mr and tail rotor thrust T tr . And (22) and (23) further demonstrate that the models are highly nonlinear and too complex to be used for control design. Instead of the dynamics described by (22) and(23), a simplified model is proposed for control design [14 ] : 
Simulations
The proposed control algorithm is verified by the simulation model obtained from the helicopter-on-arm platform, shown as Fig.1 . A small-scale electrical helicopter is mounted at the end of a two-DOF arm, while the weight of the helicopter is perfectly balanced at the other side of the arm. First, the parameters of the nonlinear yaw dynamic model are identified and followings are the result: 
Parameter uncertainty From Fig.2 and Fig.3 , it is easy to see that using the proposed robust controller the closed-loop system is stable and has zero tracking error even in presence of disturbance. And also the proposed method improves the transient behaviour of the robust stat-feedback control with fixed gain.
Summarizing these simulations, it is noted that the proposed robust controller design method can improve the system performance in the presence of disturbance and time-varying uncertainty.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new guaranteed controller design method is proposed for linear systems with time-varying parameter uncertainties. A linear time-invariant system with time-varying ellipsoidal uncertainty is considered. The proposed method with adaptation mechanism can reduce conservatism inherent in a robust control with a fixed gain and improve transient performance in time-response. The application of this approach to the yaw control of a small-scale helicopter has demonstrated to provide superior performance comparing with conventional robust tracking controller with fixed gain. 
